
What does it mean to be a “Contemporary Orientalist” working in the tradition of Gérome, 
Chassériau, Haag, Loti?  I try to create images that are evocative, poignant (and sometimes 
funny) about my birthplace.  I am weaving personal history with real and imagined mythologies 
to continue a genre that encourages fantastic rumors.  The subjects I romanticize/eroticize help 
me to understand myself and to articulate my notions of beauty. To quote Jung “... I can only 
make direct statements, tell stories.  Whether or not the stories are true is not the problem.  
The only question is whether what I tell is my fable, my truth.” I am interested in how memories 
are re-choreographed and how I can find visual equivalents for emotional and abstract ideas.  
Turkey, and more specifically Istanbul, has been such an indelible part of my artistic identity. 
The experience of leaving home, the motherland, at the age of five and being a member of a 
family of terrific storytellers has undoubtedly marked me with a sense of nostalgia that borders 
on fetish.  Impressions from early childhood, conversations overheard and a suspicion that the 
history of my parents and their families being (in so many ways) different from what I was 
experiencing growing up in New York gave me a profound desire to understand a past that was 
not completely my own.  My family left Istanbul in November of 1963.  We briefly stayed in 
Paris and arrived in New York several days after the assassination of John F. Kennedy.  I was five 
years old. 

As a child I eagerly awaited the letters my mother would receive from her sisters in Istanbul.  
There would almost always be a photograph or postcard that would send me off into the 
fantasy land of Leander’s Tower, Topkapi Palace, Kadikoy or “the Islands.”  I remember how, 
when I was eight or nine, we received a package from my Aunt Milka—a book she had carefully 
cut out the text from, page by page, to create a hollow framed by the borders of a discarded 
novel.  Within this box inside a book she placed tiny presents for my sister, brother and I.  The 
secretive, Byzantine quality of this parcel enchanted me, as did the yards of beautiful fabrics my 
mother would periodically receive from friends and family— silky chiffon and fine, dark wools 
that would stay wrapped in tissue paper for years.  In America there was no time for tailors, for 
custom made clothes. The couture ateliers of Istiklal Caddesi, the fittings at Stefan or at  
the Couturier in the Misir Apartment became stories instead of seasonal rituals. 

For several years after our arrival in New York my mother was the disc jockey for a Turkish radio 
program.  I remember the thrill of listening to her beautiful, Ottoman Turkish announcing songs 
or giving news of Turkey, her carrying cases full of 45’s; songs I now search for in the numerous 
CD shops of Beyoglu.  And I remember my joy in helping my parents open the pegged wings 
of our dining room table, which would become so big, it would spill into the living room, in 
preparation of dinner parties—parties where our home would be transformed, for guests and 
hosts, back to a bit of what they had left behind. Bulgarian, Greek, Armenian, Kurdish, Turkish 
friends inevitably talking about Istanbul while I greedily took in their stories as well as the 
endless mezes and the inevitable roast lamb my mother would prepare. (For my mother, 
making baklava, tel kadayif, turlu guvec or the perfect rice pudding was an art. I never saw her 
use a cookbook or a measuring instrument—cooking measurements were pinches, fistfuls, 
fingers, teacups).  The smell of the cigarettes, the raki, the food, the women’s perfumes were as 
intoxicating as the stories. 
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Over breakfast my mother would ask us about our dreams and then interpret them based on 
what she remembered from her own childhood mornings.  Her mother had been given a book, 
kocaman bir kitap, from the library of their local church about the symbols and meanings of 
dreams.  When I asked her the whereabouts of this book, she would say it was lost, perhaps 
loaned to a friend who never returned it. She would boast of its value and lament its loss. I 
would try to imagine its parchment pages, huge leather bound and dusty cover opening with a 
creak and slamming shut with a bang, imagining a metal band around it, an ancient diary with a 
silver padlock. 

My mother’s family were all story tellers.  Everything was in slightly sharper focus, more keenly 
observed and described by them. Only as an adult did I realize that this is a highly Turkish 
quality— a part of Turkish culture and language, a language that has dozens of words to 
describe the same thing.  With the Rizova sisters, detail was everything.  Colors were described 
as kuf (mold), seker pembe (candy pink), tarcin (cinnamon) and rarely as simply as green, pink 
or red. The attention paid to decorum, manners, etiquette and fashion, combined with their 
beauty made them, certainly in their own eyes, the prizes of Kadikoy. 

My maternal grandfather, Andon Rizov, settled permanently in Istanbul after fighting for 
Bulgaria in the first World War.  I know little about his family other than what Aunt Milka told 
me half laughingly, half seriously—that his mother died “after crossing the river”. “What river, 
when?” I asked her and she shrugged in response, then smiled.  Andon married (my 
grandmother) Evgeniya, also Macedonian from Golu Kestirye (Kastorya) in 1920.  At their 
wedding the groom gently placed a canary into the folds of his bride’s napkin.  When the 
unsuspecting bride shook the napkin to place it on her lap the yellow bird flew around the 
reception hall to much laughter.  They settled in a Saraylik in Camlica, where Milka and my 
mother were born. 

As Evgeniya had a considerable dowry, Andon’s dairy business prospered.  The 1920’s and 30’s 
were comfortable times for the Rizov family.  The family moved into a kiosk in the Yeldermen 
section of Kadikoy, with a lovely garden that faced the small Greek church St.George (Ayos 
Georgis).  Milka and Maria were soon followed by another sister, Petkana, a brother Kiril, and 
finally Liliana.  Milka and Maria were placed into the Parochial Boarding School St. Epheme 
directly across the street from their home in order to receive “a proper European education”.  
While my mother adored the discipline and structure of the environment, Milka hated it and 
immediately rebelled.  I can only imagine what it must have been like for the French nuns to 
come face to face with Milka’s wit, logic and defiance.  She once told me how she would look 
out the dormitory window to watch her mother, draped in lovely shawls, entertaining her 
friends in their garden. 

Andon’s prosperity and the family’s opulent life-style were severely altered by both unwise 
investments and the political climate of the early 40’s.  To go from being a supplier to many of 
the schools and hospitals of Istanbul to the owner of a pudding shop must have been very 
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difficult for such a proud and noble man.  The stories told by my mother and her sisters of the 
Istanbul of their childhood and adolescence filled me with names and images I carry as though 
mine, so vivid were their tales. Stories of shopkeepers, nannies, tailors, vendors of everything 
imaginable from salep and boza to macun, the picnics at Kucuk Su, the outings to Kalamis , the 
stories about their friends created a fantasy Istanbul I am still searching and only finding bits 
and pieces of. 

Istanbul started to take on even greater mythic qualities for me as a teenager.  I would spend 
summers with my paternal grandparents in their sun-filled apartment in Sceaux, a quiet suburb 
of Paris.  I was aware that there was a dramatic difference between the modest way that they 
were living in France in comparison to their life in Istanbul—a life I had only been able to 
partially reconstruct out of photographs, paintings and stories. 

My grandfather Peter Dimiter Hristoff was born in 1898 in Kukush (Kilkis), a village near  
Thessaloniki.  After the Balkan Wars, he and his widowed father fled to Bulgaria, gold coins 
sewn into the lining of their belts.  In Sofia, the elder Hristoff married the widowed Anastasia 
Muftieva, whose family had owned the largest opium farm in Istip, Macedonia.  The Serbian 
conquest of Macedonia drove the Muftiev’s to Sofia. Heartbroken by his father’s remarriage, 
Peter refused to see him for several years.  Peter’s mother would not reveal the whereabouts of 
her husband and son to the occupying army in Kukush and was beaten to death; on some level 
Peter must have initially viewed the second marriage of his father as a betrayal to the memory 
of his mother.  In Sofia Peter lived with his aunt and apprenticed at the studio of a 
photographer who, recognizing the young man’s talent, insisted that Peter make amends with 
his father and study at the Fine Arts Academy.  In Sofia, Peter studied painting and printmaking 
and became a master printer under the direction of his Czech teacher, Josef Piters.  His 
involvement in Bulgarian politics forced the young artist to flee to Istanbul where he became 
the director of the Bulgarian school in Karakoy.  Prior to leaving Sofia, he told his father that he 
had fallen in love with his stepsister. The elder Hristoff was delighted as he was extremely fond 
of his stepdaughter Victoria, but his wife Anastasia was outraged, even though there was no 
blood relation between the two siblings. 

In Istanbul Peter immersed himself in painting the sights of Starigrad, the old city.  Victoria 
joined him there in 1925 and they were married in the Bulgarian Unyat church.  It was at this 
time, the early 1920’s, that my grandfather would forge his lifelong friendship with the Turkish 
painters Hayri Cizel, Serif Renkgorur and Ali Sami Boyar.  The etching press that Boyar and my 
grandfather used to work on stamp and currency designs for the young Turkish Republic is now 
in my studio. My grandmother Victoria passed away in May of 2002.  Her life spanned almost 
one hundred years—the reconfiguration of the Balkans, two world wars and a final move, late 
in life, to the United States.  Today’s headlines have contextualized the stories I was told as a 
child of the expulsions and ethnic cleansings of the early 20th century, and the repetition of 
similar events recently is profoundly saddening.  
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In 1935, at the suggestion of his father, Peter established a sock and stocking factory in the 
Aksaray district of Istanbul.  The success of the factory provided the Hristoff family a privileged 
life in Istanbul and for Peter, the freedom from having to earn a living from his art.  My 
grandfather would tell me about those years in Istanbul as we painted together in his small 
studio in Sceaux.  He would paint everyday until lunchtime; after the meal he would change 
into his impeccable suit and tie, en elegant fedora on his head and we would take the metro to 
Madeline.  The ritual was the same everyday—he would buy a Russian newspaper published by 
exiles and read it at the Cafe Penny while having a coffee.  Afterwards we would go to a 
museum and he would talk to me about the works and the artists.  “Look at how Corot draws 
you in with a spot of red” or “Who is the better painter—Ingres or David?”  I was fourteen the 
first summer I spent with my grandparents in Paris, and it changed my life.  A world of 
European culture and art was handed to me which allowed me to understand how misplaced 
my parents seemed to be in America even though they embraced so much of what it had to 
offer. 

In learning the history of my grandparents I was better able to understand the emigrant 
experience of my parents and of myself as well.  By the 70’s my father had established a career 
for himself as a painter in New York, not an easy feat for an artist working in a style that had 
little to do with the trends of the New York art scene and all of the responsibilities of a family.  
After that first summer (1972) with my grandparents in France, I was determined to travel as 
much as possible.  During the school year I would make paintings in a Rosseau /naif style that 
my father would sell to some of his clients.  As a student in the High School of Art and Design 
(NY) my work became more polished.  My father did not encourage or discourage me—I can 
only assume that he wanted me to come to being an artist on my own.  I never wanted to be 
anything else. 

In the summer of 1975 I traveled from Paris to Istanbul, my first time back since leaving in 1963.  
My Aunt Milka, with whom I had corresponded throughout my childhood, introduced me to the 
mosques, markets and antique shops of Istanbul as my grandfather had done with the 
museums and galleries of Paris. She told me the stories of her childhood in greater detail than 
my mother ever had. I then realized what a gift it is to be a true and great storyteller. She told 
me about the great yalis along the Bosphorus and who lived in them.  She told me the story of 
how her sailboat capsized during the regatta festival for the Duke and Duchess of Windsor in 
Moda.  About how she broke both her wrists in fall in Fenerbahce while straining to catch a 
glimpse of the funeral boat carrying the body of Ataturk. 

Milka taught me about Iznik and Kutahya and how to recognize silverware from the Imperial 
court.  She took me to the Yildiz porcelain factory to buy traditional sorbet bowls, to Pasabahce 
to buy teacups and to Haci Bekir in Sirkeci to buy akide candies.  We swam in Altinkum, 
Tarabya and Kilyos.  At that time the road to Kilyos was lined with fig trees and local farmers 
and their children who would sell berries, watermelon, fresh walnuts, tiny cucumbers.  We 
would purchase our beach picnic along the way. 
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My Aunt and Uncle Kebir lived in a wonderful apartment in Bebek, full of books, flowers, 
fantastic rugs and overstuffed furniture upholstered in beautiful velvets.  There was a long 
hallway that led from the dining room to the bedrooms towards the rear of the flat.  Every so 
often screams of kurander (current d’aire) would be followed by doors flying shut and glass 
panes breaking. The doorway to their bedroom perfectly framed a vanity table, necklaces 
hanging off the posts of its mirror, a composition like a Dutch painting.  I can still so clearly see 
Milka’s seated profile in silhouette at this table, against the open balcony doors, a riot of green 
and pink and chirping birds behind her as she peacefully places strands of pearls around her 
neck, then skillfully pencils her lips, everything done so slowly, a black fly lazily buzzing around.  
At night we would go to the Sipahi Club in Yenikoy and she was always the most elegant and 
beautiful woman there and my uncle the wittiest man.  On the way home we would stop off for 
freshly made tulumbas or ice cream, driving along the Bosphorus, lights twinkling on the Asiatic 
shore like fallen stars. 

Milka, Kebir. Liliana, all of my grandparents, their homes, the Gunes Lokanta, the egg vendor 
by the pastry shop, the one-eyed artichoke man, Aziz the seller of all sorts of junk have slipped 
away yet remain buried deep in my heart. How can I thank them for what they have given me? 
How can I thank Istanbul? 

Peter Hristoff,  
New York, 2004  
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